SAT Test-Preparation

**RTP 01**
SAT Preparation (T)  $285
Sat 9am-4pm
Apr 9-May 21 OR
Sun 9am-4pm
Apr 10-May 22

An intensive course for high school students preparing for the *NEW June 4, 2016* SAT. Certified instructors provide review and practice under simulated test conditions to help prepare students for the *NEW* verbal reasoning, optional essay portion, and problem-solving skills measured by the revised test. Study skills, coaching and test-taking tips are provided, as well as individual and group conferences with a certified college counselor. A workshop for parents and guardians is included in the last session.

*The textbook is available for purchase in the College's bookstore and should be brought to all class sessions.*

CUNY Assessment Test Preparation (ACT)

**RTP 25**
Preparation for the CUNY Freshman Skills Assessment Test (ACT) (T)  $110
MonWed 7-9:30pm
May 2-June 27

The colleges of The City University of New York, as do most other colleges across the country, require entering students to take assessment tests in basic skills: reading, writing, and math. Many adults who lack recent experience with formal testing, score below their “true” skill levels. Enhance your test-taking skills through drill, review, and practice.

**Prerequisite: High School or High School Equivalency diploma.**